
The Sidekick Championship Shot Lists

*Please shoot everything HORIZONTALLY!

* Footage is due to videos@actonetheatrecamp.com by WEDNESDAY night, 12/30

* Please send your ONE best take of every line.  I prefer a simple label- First name and Line
number is all I need! For example, StephanieLine1.

*All shots are filmed in front of a clean, whiteish backdrop (unless otherwise noted)

*Most shots are Medium shots (unless otherwise noted)

*Please refer to the AOTC Filming Guide, also posted on my Documents page!



Announcer
Wardrobe: Maleficent costume, “normal” disguise thrown over it (coat, hat, etc)

Props: Microphone, basket of apples, staff? Sign?
*All shots are Medium shots, looking all around slowly at eye-level, unless noted.

Line 1: Okay Sidekicks, thanks for coming to the Sidekick Championship!

Line 2: You have spent your lives being #2. Now is your chance to finally be #1!

Line 3: No, no. no! You're trying to be #1!

Line 4: You're missing the point! Anyway... let's get back to the competition. Your first task is to bring 
the princess Snow White a poison- um, positively delicious apple.

Line 5: (Holding a basket with apples) Hurry, she's hungry! And...go!

Line 6: (Holding out a single apple). No. It's a tasty apple! 

Line 7: Forget the apple!!!  (throw apple backwards or to the side)  Phase...I mean, Event Two. The 
princess Cinderella wants to get rid of an ugly, painful shoe. Who can help her? And..GO!

Line 8: (to self) Was that even English?

Line 9:( Sighs, talks to someone behind a cracked door) It's worse than I thought. I'm going to need 
your help.

*Medium Close-up

Line 10: Don't worry about it. For your Final Event,you will need to visit Princess...Pink, right up there
in her tower (pointing up, to your right). She is very lovely, but very lonely. Help get her out.

Line 11: Announcer: JUST DO IT! 

Line 12 : (To self) Finally, a part of my plan that is working! They are even more foolish than I had imagined. 
Wait a minute...What's that noise? It sounds like...laughter?! (Storms off)

Line 13:  (Storming in) What is happening?!?! 
*Medium Long Shot, coming in from your right

Line 14: FOOLS! ALL OF YOU! Princess Pink is one of my own minions!

Line 15: And now it's time to reveal my own true identity- the most evil villain of all! Maleficent! 
Muah-ha-haaa!! 

*Long shot or Medium Long shot

Line 16: Who is ready to join me, and stop being #2? Create your own Happy Ending! 

Line 17: I give up! 
*Medium long shot



Olaf
Wardrobe: As much white as possible, optional scarf/hat

*All shots are Medium shots, filmed with eyeline at eye level, slightly to your right, unless otherwise
noted

Line 1: Oh, I can't wait!

Line 2: (Chanting) We're #2!

Line 3: Oh. But I like helping others!

Line 4: Yay! I'm great at helping princesses! (pose)

Line 5: I can give her a carrot!

Line 6:  I'm great at helping princesses! (pose)

Line 7: (Poking head in from your right, looking right into camera) Who ya talking to? 

Line 8: I'm great at helping princesses! (pose)

Line 9: (Looking up to your right) I thought this tower would be cooler. Get it? COOLER? ...'Cause I'm
a Snowman...

Line 10: Did you like my warm hugs?

Line 11: (Dramatic Gasp)

Line 12: We're #2!

Line 13: (Jumping up and down) Yaaaayyyy!! 
*Medium Long Shot



Hermione
Wardrobe: Harry Potter robe

Optional prop: Wand
*All shots are Medium shots, eyeline at eye-level and slightly to the right, unless noted otherwise

Line 1: I'd hardly call myself a sidekick. I am the smartest in my class, after all. But I'll be the smartest 
here, at least.

Line 2: (Look slightly to your left, back to slight right, then deliver the line). Exactly.

Line 3: Maybe we can compete to be the best helpers!

Line 4:  An apple is not a square meal. I'll find something else to supplement this.

Line 5: Is it a high-heel shoe? Those are NOT sensible.

Line 6: Really, is it only females that need saving? What does this game say about our society?

Line 7: (Looking up to your right) I don't have a good feeling about this...

Line 8: I'm glad you admired my wits.

Line 9: (Dramatic Gasp)

Line 10: Yaaayyy!!!
*Medium long shot



Minion
Wardrobe: Overalls, yellow shirt (white if not)

All shots are Medium shots, eyeline at eye-level and slightly to the left, unless noted otherwise

Line 1: Bello!

Line 2: (Jumping up and down) 2! 2! 2!

Line 3: Ba-na-na?

Line 4: Bi do!

Line 5: (Clapping motion)Ooohhhhh!

Line 6: (Worried) Po-ka...

Line 7: (Dance move) Aaaaahhhhh!

Line 8: Minion! Yaaaaaaa!

Line 9: (Dramatic Gasp)

Line 10: (Jumping up and down) 2! 2! 2!

Line 11: Yaaaayyyy!
*Medium long shot



Princess Pink
Wardrobe: Plain, dark colors to start, large dress and crooked tiara thrown on top from Line 2 on.

Makeup: Dark eyebrows to start, adding way too much sloppy eyeshadow, blush, and lipstick from
Line 2 on.

Line 1: (On the other side of a cracked door) Yes, Master. A very smart plan. I will take care of them.
*Medium close-up

Line 2 A and B:  (Looking down and waving.). Hello everyone! Welcome to my castle. Please risk your 
life to save me! (Evil laugh)

*Please film one Extreme long shot looking up from bottom of the stairs, and one Medium long 
shot 

Line 3: You are all the best of friends!
*Medium shot, looking all around at eye-level

Line 4: Very much! And Hermione, you are SO smart!
*Medium shot, looking slightly to your left

Line 5: Minion, I loved your singing and dancing!
*Medium shot, looking slightly to your right

Line 6: I've never had so much fun!
*Medium long shot, princessy pose

Line 7:  Oh! Well, these lovely sidekicks here have taught me that the only thing that matters is the 
company you keep!

*Medium long shot, looking suddenly to your left before delivering line

Line 8: Yaaayyy!!
*Medium long shot


